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Introduction
Discussions about flexible-chain polymers in dilute solution are frequently phrased in terms of "good solvent behavior" and "theta condition behavior". It is easy enough to define the theta condition operationally. It is the state where the second virial coefficient for long linear chains of the species is zero and the root-mean-square radius of~ation R~scales with () molecular weight M in the random walk manner: R~* m M]'*. Defining a good solvent is more difficult because there is no easily identifiable sign that indicates a special state or limiting condition. Conceptually, a "perfect" good solvent, commonly called an athermal solvent, is one for which the excluded volume effects are derived entirely from the space-filling volume of the chain itself. In practice, good solvents encompass a range of states within which R~for long chains is insensitive to temperature and scales with lemgg.hover some experimentally accessible range in the self-avoiding walk manner: Rg cc M", 0.58< v <0.60. It has long been suspected, however, that data obtained in even the "best" good solvents are not in accord with the athermal idealization. '-GIn 1988 Fujita5 summarized the evidence suggesting that excluded volume effects in dilute solutions become observable only at chain lengths that are an order of magnitude or more beyond the expected range for truly athermal solvents.
In the preceding paper', we reviewed the data relevant to volume exclusion for linear chains of several species in a variety of good solvents. The excluded volume expansion factors for four properties-radius of gyration, second virial coefficient, intrinsic viscosity and diffusion coefficient-were found to be expressible as universal functions of chain length, appropriately resealed for each choice of polymer and solvent species. Thus, for chains beyond the oligomeric range, ax = fx(fwkf:) (1) in which x stands for one of the four properties, each fimction fJ&) is universal, and A4~is the characteristic molecular weight for a polymer-solvent system that locates the onset of size expansion effect.
Experimental data described by eq 1 are consistent with the two-parameter theory of polymer solutions.l However, the observed forms of fx(~x) do not agree with the commonly used two-parameter expressions, such as the Domb-Barrett (DB) equations Thus, the experimental crossover for the size expansion factor as-from unity for M< < M! to (M/M! )''-2forM>>@>@ -is more abrupt than that of the DB prediction. In addition, and especially relevant to the discussion here, the magnitudes of M: suggest a much weaker excluded volume effect than the expectation for athermal solvents, consistent with Fujita's concern.> However, defining the athermal expectation is itself not a simple undertaking,' and as a result the general question of excluded volume weakness remains unsettled.
In this paper we describe an off-lattice Monte Carlo simulation of self-excluding chains, undertaken in the hope of shedding additional light on the apparent weakness of excluded volume interactions. The chains we consider are linear and self-avoiding, but they are also selfattracting and have an effective strength of attraction that varies with the temperature. Data oñ vs. N were gathered for various temperatures as well as for a purely repulsive (atherrnal) case.
The excluded volume effects were then organized in the reamer used previously for polymer solutions.' The theta condition was established, the results were used to determine (R~)e vs. N, and the size expansion factor, as = R~/(R~)e, was evaluated as a function of N at the other 
conditions. The correspondence between these results and the data for polymer solutions, including the possibility of master curve formation, a, = j"(N/N~(T))
were then considered in detail.
Simulation Model
Most numerical simulations of the polymer chain near the theta condition have been conducted on a lattice. 10~3 We used an off-lattice (continuum) model in which the polymer chain is represented as a string of N+ 1 beads connected by rods of length CT.The beads are treated as soft spheres that interact in pair-wise fashion through a modified Lennard-Jones
I-J(r) = O (r> r.)
Thus, the potential acts between all pairs of beads, E characterizes the interaction stren=d, and rc is the interaction cut-off distance.
When the interaction range rCis truncated at r= = 21'SC the potential is purely repulsive.
The potential in this case is close to a hard-sphere condition, and we used it to approximate the atherrnal limit. k these simulations we use the temperature T = dk& where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Over a modest range, the choice of simulation temperature has little effect on the result . , '.
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because the repulsive potential is so steep. Thus, for example, the values of & for athermal chains with 400 and 800 beads are about 2°A smaller at T = 3dkB than at T = d@ To study behavior near the theta condition it is necessa~to extend the range of the interaction. In an earlier study of the collapse transition, Baumgartner 15 set the cut-off to infinity.
However, it is computationally more convenient to truncate the potential at some finite distance, as is done for all simulations on a lattice. In this study we set r~= 2.5 cr. Accordingly, it is possible to vary the relative importance of monomer-monomer attraction, and thus the solvent quality, by varying the temperature. Previous work on short chains14 led to a value for temperature at the theta condition, Te = (3.0+ O.1)s / kB. As seen below this earlier value is an underestimate of the actual Te for the system.
In principle, the athermal condition could be examined without modifying the model at all, simply by raising the temperature sufficiently. The repulsive potential is not infinitely steep however, so the effective "hard core" volume of the chain units would decrease with increasing temperature, making the analysis of data over a wide temperature range quite complicated.
Experimentally, large variations of solvent quality are brought about not by varying temperature but by changing the solvent. Thus, the rather drastic procedure of using temperature alone is not even particularly realistic. Modifjing the model slightly~utting off attraction and employing a moderate temperature-is a reasonable alternative.
k a continuum, as on a lattice, a computationally efficient method to measure R~and <R2> by Monte Carlo methods is the pivot algorithm. 's"~oIn this procedure, a monomeric unit is selected at random, and one of the two segments formed by that partitioning is pivoted rigidly in a random direction about the unit. The energy of the new conformation is then calculated and compared to that of the previous conformation, and the new conformation is accepted or rejected We studied a range of chain lengths, from N+l = 2 to 24000 for the athermal case and fiomll+l =16 to 3200 for the various temperatures. are given in Table 1 .22
(in units of~2), the ratio< R* > /R~, and the number of attempted moves
Values of R; for the attractive case (rC = 2.50 at the various temperatures) are given in Table 2 . Typical runs ranged from 10Gattempted moves for small N to is equal to 0.486N. Finally, we note that all values of < R 2 >0 /(R~)6 for 8s N+l <1600 are within about 10/0of the random walk value of 6. The ratio is larger for the athermal chains, <R2 >/R~-6.3 in the range 800< N+l <24000 (Table 1) Ve-f= 0.5901 6400 s hi-l s 24000
The trend is similar to that for the lattice walk data of Li e~al.:tg
The values of v,ff over similar N ranges are smaller for the lattice walks, but convergence rate is known to differ among self-avoiding systems.24 The data in Table 1 Tables 1 and 2 . For N+l~1600, R~~,Te) was taken to be~at T = 3.18S/kB in Table 2 ; for larger N it was calculated with eq 5. Results for the athermal case and at several temperatures are shown in Figure 5 . Following the procedure described in the previous paper,'
we examined the possibility of combining all data into a master curve by resealing the lengths.
We found that the data at higher temperatures can indeed be reduced in this way, but that small systematic departures from superposeability appear as the temperature is lowered.
The master cume formed by a resealing of chain lengths for the high temperature data, 3.8 Figure 6 . Superposition is good, with the slight exception of the shortest chains at T(dkB) = 3.8, and shift factors relative to the T = 5.0 reference are well
defined. An attempt to form a master curve with the data at lower temperatures, 3.2< T (&/'kB) S 3.6, is shown in Figure 7 . In this region, the values of et, depart only slightly from unity for the largest available N, so well-defined shifi factors would be difficult to assign even if superposition were valid. In fact, superposition breaks down, with the crossover becoming more gradual as the temperature is reduced.
A composite of all results, now including the athermal data as well, is shown in Figure 8 .
It was obtained as follows. Shill factors for the lower temperatures were assigned visually, as a best-fit compromise with the T = 3.6 data and giving essentially the result shown in Figure 7 .
That result was then shifted to best superposition with the high-temperature master curve ( Figure   6 ). The combmed result was further shifted to best superposition with the atherrnal data. Only the atherrnal values for N+ 1216 were used in this case. With the exception of a slightly low atherrnal value of as for N = 15, the agreement between the shified high temperature data and the athermal results is very good.
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Finally, the overall shifl factor for data at each temperature was used to establish. N}, the chain length characterizing the onset of excluded volume effects, in the manner used to establish M~in the previous paper.' Thus, a limiting power law,%= (const. Table 3 .
The simulation results are compared in Figure 9 with the master curve for various polymer species in good solvents,7 expressed in the units used here by the formula 
Also shown is the prediction of the Domb-Bamett interpolation formula, as modified in ref 7.
Simulation and experiment agree rather well. Thus, the power law exponent from experiment, p, = 0.092, is essentially the same as the one fi-om simulation, V.fl-1/2= 0.0915. The simulation would appear to cross over to the power law in a more gradual way than does eq 7, but the simulation departure is small compared with the uncertainty in the data upon which eq 7 is based.
That aspect is seen more clearly in the direct confrontation of simulation data and experimental data' in Figure 10 . For applying the same analysis to the simulations, eq 8 becomes
(lo) for the binary cluster integral when expressed on a per-backbone-bond basis. As in the experimental study,' the effective hard sphere representation to obtain~~~is subject to some ambiguity. For the athermal case, the interaction is pure repulsion since the cutoff is rC = 21'6a.
Thus, with a fixed bond length cr and making some allowance for the finite steepness of the repulsion, we assume that the equivalent hard core diameter is simply the bond length cr.
Accordingly, Table 4 . Mean square radius of gyration as a fimction of chain length for various temperatures.
Radius of gyration is expressed in bond length units in all the figures.
Test of the scaling relationship and establishment of the theta condition.
Values of~2 / N as a fimction of chain length in the theta region.
Mean-square radius of gyration as a finction of chain length at Te = 3.18 E/kB.
Iine is drawn with unit slope.
Size expansion factor as a function of chain length for various temperatures.
Master curve for the expansion factor at high temperatures.
Attempted master curve for the expansion factor at low temperatures.
Expansion factor composite curve for all simulation data.
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Comparison of high temperature and athermal master curve data with the modified Donlb-Barrett fommla and an equation describing experimental data for polymer solutions.
Direct comparison of master curve data from simulations and experiments. .. . 
